
Good morning,

Once again thank you for taking my feedback. I am glad and pleased that you're allowing me to share ideas and to help 
make Visual Studio editor even better.

It seems like Visual Studio currently supports deletion of a block selection, but it does not allow for inserting/overwriting 
text (as shown in jEdit video). It also does not allow for zero-width block selection.
I believe the main reason behind advanced block editing is being able to add/remove/modify multiple chunks of text at the 
same time.

Below I list some simple use cases I remember doing at one point in time. Hopefully you won't find them too far fetched 
=). All these operations can be performed in a different way (macros, search/replace, etc) but doing them with a mouse is 
really simple and empowers the users.

Use Case 1 

I’m starting a new C++ file. I know which files I need to include. I can just type in their names, and then using block editing 
to prepend #include in front of them. Saves typing.

 
It would also be cool if one could drag-and-drop (possibly with a need of holding down a modifier key) header files from 
Solution Explorer onto a C++ document and having their names/paths be added to the document.

Use Case 2

I am writing a C# program. I have a chunk of member variables. I know that by default they are private, but my code 
reviewer likes to see the explicit visibility. Using block editing I can prepend private to all of them at once.

 

Use Case 3

I have a bunch of member variables in my header file, and I would like to add comments. At my place of work short 
comments are added to the right side of variables. With block editing I can add the // comment signs to all variables 
simultaneously. This saves me the need of tabulating/adding trailing white space for each and every line.

 



Use Case 4

Enum conversion. Some time ago I was creating a managed wrapper of one of our C++ libraries. I had to create a C# 
version of a C++ enum. Since C++ enums are not usually scoped, the general practice is to prepend the enum name (or 
some part of it) to each enumeration item. That of course looks ugly in C#, and block editing came in handy for removing 
those prefixes.

    

Use Case 5

Creating a print/dump/toString function. I would copy a block of member variables, and then prepend cout << to them. 
Next I could append<< endl.
This one would require some massaging, but overall block editing would save a lot of typing. 

Hopefully these give you some insight. I would suggest using http://jEdit.org to get a feel of how these can work.

All best,

- Filip Frącz

http://jEdit.orgt/

